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 I am incredibly grateful to the Miller Arts Program for funding my minigrant 
this spring. As proposed, I used the money to purchase an Aston Spirit large 
diaphragm condenser microphone along with a shock mount and pop filter.  
  
 Having this microphone has truly been a game changer for me. My favorite 
application of it so far has been on vocals, using it in conjunction with my other 
mic to record myself or another artist singing and playing guitar simultaneously as 
well as on drums, strings, and much more. The Spirit has great depth and tone 
and I almost always get a really good sound right off the bat with minimal 
tweaking. I have already used it many times to capture performances that simply 
would not have been possible to get in comparable quality before.  
 
 One such occasion was in the production of a song for UVA student and 
artist Farrah Hanna. She had written a very personal and intimate feeling song 
and I felt that that in order to convey the proper emotion, I needed to capture the 
guitar and the vocals in one performance. Multi-tracking (recording elements of a 
song one at a time), while great for logistical reasons, usually results in some 
small but critical loss in the believability and feeling of a song as opposed to live 
tracking. The spirit really shone on Farrah’s voice, conveying every tiny detail with 
precision so that in the final product, it truly feels as though she is sitting in the 
room with you, playing her song.  
 
 Another great use of the Spirit was using it to record myself playing violin. I 
have struggled a lot in the past to get satisfactory violin tone in recordings, 
especially when I am just recording in my living room (the best sounding space I 
have regular access to). I used the Spirit while recording violin for a friend’s 
project and I can say that the spirit truly gave what I consider the strongest string 
recording I have ever made at home.  
 



 


